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1. Executive Summary

This report presents the work undertaken by AECOM on behalf of Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council (WHBC) in support
of the Council’s Local Plan proposals for their 2031 emerging strategy. This includes testing different development
scenarios for the Local Plan and developing a number of highway mitigation scheme proposals in Welwyn and Hatfield
to help mitigate the impacts of the new developments on the road network.
The Local Plan will propose a number of development sites around Welwyn and Hatfield which will generate additional
demand on the highway network. Two alternative development scenarios (Scenario 1 and scenario 2) have been tested.
The new developments will lead to extra stress on the highway network and the purpose of this work is to identify the
nature and extent of these stresses, and to then develop mitigation schemes which can effectively mitigate congestion
and delay issues.
This work builds on existing mitigation scheme proposals by using the Welwyn Hatfield and Stevenage and Hitchin
(WHaSH) strategic transport model to inform improvements and amendments to the original schemes, as well as
developing new schemes at additional locations.
The schemes have been reviewed conceptually based on the model outputs. They are intended to be effective, but also
realistic and feasible. Obvious physical constrains have been taken into account, but further development will be
needed before they can be built. Finally, the development of schemes also takes into account the recommendations of
a parallel study concerning A1(M) Junction 4.
The two modelled Local Plan scenarios are used to assess the effectiveness of the schemes in order to ensure they are
adequate for the level of future development considered in the Local Plan.
The report discusses the model outputs for Scenarios 1 and 2 (both ‘with mitigation’ and ‘without mitigation’), the
development of the mitigation schemes and demonstrates the effectiveness of the final set of improved mitigation
schemes.
Overall, the redesigned mitigation schemes provide noticeable congestion relief in the scenarios tested. Many
schemes were found to address junction delay and link capacity concerns effectively. Other schemes were found to
improve the situation but are limited in their scope for wholly addressing congestion and delay problems. A total of 18
conceptual schemes have been proposed using the strategic transport model after considering 19 locations.
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2. Introduction

2.1.

Context
AECOM has been commissioned by Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council (WHBC) to test two different Local Plan
scenarios (Scenarios 1 and 2) as well as undertake a review of an existing set of proposed mitigation schemes
at a number of locations across Welwyn and Hatfield. This supports the development of the Council’s Local
Plan.
The Local Plan horizon year is 2032, at the time of writing this report. This has changed from 2031 to 2032
since WHaSH development commenced. WHaSH forecast scenarios were originally developed for year 2031.
This is kept unchanged for consistency with other undertaken modelling work for WHBC. It was concluded
that this is a good approximation to the end of the Plan period.
The purpose of this work is to consider the effect of proposed growth on the highway network so that
congestion issues at specific locations can be mitigated as efficiently as possible. The mitigation scheme
review was a consequence of the Local Plan tests:
1.

WHBC commissioned tests of Local Plan Scenarios 1 and 2 (without mitigation);

2.

WHBC reviewed a number of previously proposed mitigation schemes;

3.

Scenarios 1 and 2 have now been re-tested with mitigation, leading to improvements to the schemes

As such, WHBC’s two Local Plan development scenarios have been tested with and without mitigation
schemes. As we will see in section 8, “Conclusions”, the schemes are judged to provide effective relief to
future congestion and delay issues forecasted on the highway network.

AECOM
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Figure 1 shows the locations previously identified as having potential congestion issues in the forecast
scenarios over the course of a number of Local Plan tests undertaken by AECOM and through a series of
discussions with WHBC and Hertfordshire County Council. Some additional locations have also been
considered for new mitigation schemes as part of this piece of work.
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Figure 1: Proposed Mitigation Scheme Locations

ID
1

7
8
9
10
11

Location
A1(M) Junction 6 including Clock
roundabout
Mundells gyratory
Broadwater Road/Bridge Road
signals
A414 section between Mill Green
& Tescos
Jack Oldings roundabout
A1 (M) Junction 4 Satellite
roundabout
A1(M) Junction 3
Comet Way roundabout
Stanborough roundabout
A414 / A1000 roundabout
Birchall Lane/A414 roundabout

12

Holwell Lane/A414 roundabout

13

Wellfield Road/Comet Way
roundabout
Coopers Green Lane roundabout

2
3
4
5
6

14
15

Ellenbrook Lane/St Albans Road
roundabout
A1000 and South Way over-pass

16
17

A1000 Chequers/ Broadwater
Road
B195 Black Fan Road/ Herns
Lane/ Ridgeway
Red Lion Junction

18
19

In line with previous Local Plan assessments undertaken for the Council, the Welwyn Hatfield and Stevenage
Hitchin (WHaSH) strategic transport model has been used to provide an idea of the issues at each of these
locations. Two alternative growth scenarios, Scenarios 1 and 2, have been considered so as to ensure any
mitigation proposals are suitable for the Local Plan.
This report summarises the model outputs for the Local Plan Scenarios 1 and 2 as well as the work
undertaken to develop and test mitigation scheme review using the WHaSH model.
As such, the structure of the report is as follows:

AECOM



Section 3 provides a background to WHaSH in terms of how it was developed and how it has
previously been used.



Section 4 presents the forecasting approach for these assignments and how this approach differs
from previous assignments undertaken using WHaSH.



Section 5 presents the results from the ‘Without Mitigation’ tests for both Scenarios 1 and 2 and
discusses the key findings at each specified location.



Section 6 details the development of mitigation scheme improvements at each location and
outlines the final proposed schemes.



Section 7 presents the results from the ‘with mitigation’ tests for both Scenarios 1 and 2 making use
of the final proposed mitigation schemes and assesses the overall effectiveness of these schemes.



Section 8 summarises the conclusions and recommendations on the outcome of these
assignments.
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3. Background to WHaSH (Model History)

3.1.

Original development and Welwyn Hatfield Local Plan Testing
AECOM was commissioned by Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council (WHBC) to develop a strategic highway
model of the area of Welwyn and Hatfield, to support their emerging Core Strategy for their Local Plan (LP).
The intention of the LP is to identify proposed growth in population and employment within the Borough by
2032. The transport model will help to identify potential highway network issues associated with the proposed
development as well as test relevant mitigation strategies to accommodate the growth in a sustainable and
manageable way.
A Highways Agency (HA) approved SATURN model of the Stevenage and Hitchin area (SHUM) existed already,
and it was agreed to take it as the basis for WHaSH development. As the southern boundary of this model is
Welwyn-Hatfield, it was agreed with Hertfordshire County Council (HCC) and WHBC to extend the network
coverage of this model to encompass the Welwyn and Hatfield areas using East of England Regional Model
(EERM), as a basis to create an initial link network and prior demand matrix in Welwyn and Hatfield. The
outcome of this process has been the production of a model that covers the Welwyn and Hatfield urban
areas, the A1 (M) between Junctions 2 and 9, and the Stevenage and Hitchin urban areas. This model has
been named the Welwyn-Hatfield and Stevenage-Hitchin model.
WHaSH was enhanced by AECOM in February 2014 after HA reviewed the 2013 Base Year Model providing
AECOM and HCC with a series of comments and recommendations. The enhancement made use of new data
collected and an extensive highway network review to re-calibrate the model’s Base Year to 2014. This was
reported on in the ‘WHaSH Highway Model; Model Development Report – October 2014’.
It should be noted that the validation and calibration exercise was undertaken with this purpose in mind
focussing on the A1(M) corridor and the Welwyn Hatfield area but not on Stevenage and Hitchin.
WHaSH has been used to test a number of different scenarios (using the 2031 Forecast Year) in order to
inform the development of the Welwyn Hatfield Local Plan. The scenarios tested in the enhanced model, are
listed below:


Reference Case (all committed development sites) without mitigation;



Local Plan Option 2 (LPO2) without mitigation; and



LPO2 with mitigation.

These were reported in December 2014 in ‘WHaSH Model Forecasting Report’

3.2.

Original Forecasting Approach
The ‘WHaSH Model Forecasting Report’ (December 2014) discusses the forecasting approach previously
utilised. Figure 2 provides a summary of this approach whereas the key principles are summarised in the
bullets below:

Figure 2: Forecasting Approach
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Growth factors were derived using the National Trip End Model (NTEM) forecasts and TEMPRO versions 6.2;
For Welwyn Hatfield Zones these growth factors were derived assuming no growth in households or
employment as this growth was to be applied separately as part of the local plan testing
For Stevenage and Hitchin Zones these growth factors were applied assuming both forecast growth in
households and employment as the Local Plan growth was not being tested in these areas;
Trip rates were obtained from the HA approved Development Impact Assessment Model of Network Demand
(DIAMOND) both residential and B1 – Class employment, whereas TRICS was used for student accommodation
and retail employment sites.
The vehicle trip rates were extracted for the AM peak periods only with the PM assumed to be a reverse of the
AM; and finally
In the absence of WHaSH having any interaction with a land use model it was assumed there would be no
additional trips produced by employment growth within Welwyn Hatfield. Employment growth data was instead
used to affect the spatial distribution of trips generated by new residential developments.
The ‘WHaSH Model Forecasting Report’ (December 2014) contain detailed information on the model
assumptions and how forecast year scenarios are developed.

AECOM
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A1 Strategy Testing - Updated Model Assumptions
In June 2015 WHaSH was used to test a number of scenarios for the A1 Corridor Strategy and this involved a
number of updates to the forecasting approach:


Growth factors for Stevenage and Hitchin were applied separately as part of local plan growth
assumptions.



Local Plan growth assumptions were implemented separately for Stevenage and Hitchin, instead of
generic TEMPRO factors.



Trip rates from TRICS by extracting trip generation and attraction factors for each development
based on size where previously the Local Plan tests used trip rates from DIAMOND for Stevenage.



Trip distribution for new developments was based on parent zones (as originally), but a split factor
was introduced to determine the proportion of trips within the model area and the proportion of
external trips. This split factors were derived from Journey –to-Work data from 2011 Census.



A1(M) Smart Motorway and A1(M) Junction 7 Glaxo Smith Kline (GSK) access schemes became
committed at the time, so they were implemented in the model.

Several forecast scenarios were developed for A1 Corridor Strategy with 2031 horizon year. From the different
scenarios developed for the A1 Corridor Strategy, “Scenario C” is relevant because it included all the model
updates and the committed network schemes and developments. “Scenario C” thus became the Reference
scenario for testing further Local Plan scenarios and local developments, and it has been used as the basis to
develop and test Local Plan scenarios 1 and 2 forecast years.

12
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4. Model Overview – Forecast Scenarios

4.1.

Local Plan Scenarios 1 and 2

Two alternative Local Plan development scenarios have been considered as part of this piece of work. Each scenario
defines a package of prospective or planned developments. These developments have been allocated to the
corresponding model zones. Some developments in specific locations or with specific characteristics have been
allocated to additional independent zones. This allows for more detailed modelling of these developments.
The total number of trips (the demand for transport) of each model zone is estimated by applying trip rates to the
planning data assumptions (in terms of additional households, population and employment) and general level of growth
assumed (‘background growth’, extracted from TEMPRO v6.2). The trip rates applied come from TRICS database.
As commented on section 3.3, “Scenario C” has been used as the reference WHaSH Forecast Year to develop and test
the Local Plan scenarios. Trips generated by new developments are added to WHaSH User Class 2 (Cars, commuters
and other purposes), as agreed in the forecast years development and consistently with previous Local Plan tests.
As previously pointed out, ‘WHaSH Model Forecasting Report’ (December 2014) contain detailed information on the
model assumptions and how forecast year scenarios are developed.
In aggregated terms, Local Plan scenarios 1 and 2 are characterised by:
Scenario 1:


53 new developments (above those identified in the reference case)



7,920 new dwellings (above those identified in the reference case)



222 new care home beds (above those identified in the reference case)



1,700 dwellings in East Herts



66 dwellings removed (corresponding to site identified as ‘HW12’) from the reference case



56 new developments (above those identified in the reference case)



9,167 new dwellings (above those identified in the reference case)



222 new care home beds (above those identified in the reference case)



1,700 dwellings in East Herts



66 dwellings removed (corresponding to site identified as ‘HW12’) from the reference case

Scenario 2:

Scenario 2 has a higher level of development than Scenario 1, which is mainly concentrated to the west of the A1(M).
Each scenario is defined below and maps showing the location of the developments are presented in Figure 3.
Scenario 1 is expected to more closely represent the final Local Plan proposals but it was decided to also test Scenario
2 when developing the mitigation schemes because as this has a higher level of forecasted development, it represents
the “worst-case” scenario for the highway network given the additional demand for transport created.

AECOM
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Figure 3: Maps Showing Local Plan Scenarios 1 and 2
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5. Without Mitigation Schemes: Results for
Scenarios 1 and 2

5.1.

Without Mitigation Testing Approach
This section will present the results of the ‘without mitigation’ situation for both Local Plan Scenario’s 1 and 2.
These outputs informed the development of improved and new mitigation schemes set out in Section 6. The
results are taken from the WHaSH model which uses the SATURN modelling suite, and are focused on two of
SATURN’s outputs:


Link Volume to Capacity Ratio (V/C): This is used to provide an indication of link congestion and is a
function of the actual link flow modelled on SATURN divided by the coded link capacity; and



Node Delay: This is used to provide an indication of average delay at a junction level and is defined by
SATURN as a flow –weighted average of delay over all turning movements

These are standard outputs used in the industry. They come from characteristics defined in the network
coding, which is calibrated for the model’s base year. They are thus indicative and should be interpreted in the
context of strategic highway modelling. The outputs are used to identify the nature and scale of potential
issues in a comparable setting.

AECOM
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‘Without mitigation’ Link Volume to Capacity Ratio Plots
The following plots present the ‘without mitigation’ Volume to Capacity Ratio for Scenario’s 1 and 2 in both the
AM and PM time periods.
Figure 4: Scenario 1 AM Link Volume to Capacity Ratio – ‘without mitigation’
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Figure 5: Scenario 2 AM Link Volume to Capacity Ratio - ‘without mitigation’
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Figure 6: Scenario 1 PM Link Volume to Capacity Ratio - ‘without mitigation’
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Figure 7: Scenario 2 PM Link Volume to Capacity Ratio - ‘without mitigation’
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‘Without mitigation’ Link Volume to Capacity Ratio Summary
The ‘without mitigation’ Volume to Capacity ratio map plots suggest that many of the areas that have been
identified as potential mitigation scheme locations are also areas where V/C is highest, most notably A1(M)
Junctions 4 and 6, Mundells Gyratory, Bridge Road signals, Coopers Green Lane and Red Lion Junction.
There are some urban links where V/C is under 80% but it is those links approaching a V/C of 100% that would
be a priority in terms of mitigation. Section 6 looks at congestion in more detail for each location.
V/C ratio is similar for both Scenario’s 1 and 2. There are specific links which are close to where the additional
development sites in Scenario 2 are located, which show a noticeable increase in the V/C ratio. This indicates
more congestion on a small number of links where there are additional development sites, which is expected.
A different pattern is found in different time periods, as most people usually go to work in the morning and
come back in the evening. This is reflected in the main corridors, in which congestion during AM and PM is
alternated in the corridor direction. In some roads and junctions, however, congestion seem to be persistent
both in AM in PM this will be considered in Section 6.
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‘Without mitigation’ Node Delay Plots
The following plots present the ‘without mitigation’ node delay in minutes for Scenario’s 1 and 2 in both the AM
and PM time periods.
Figure 8: Scenario 1 AM Node Delay - ‘without mitigation’

AECOM
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Figure 9: Scenario 2 AM Node Delay - ‘without mitigation’
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Figure 10: Scenario 1 PM Node Delay - ‘without mitigation’
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Figure 11: Scenario 2 PM Node Delay - ‘without mitigation’
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‘Without mitigation’ Node Delay Summary
As previously commented, many of the areas where delay is most notable have been identified and considered
in the locations of proposed mitigation schemes, such as A1(M) Junction 6 (PM), Mundells Gyratory (AM), A1(M)
Junction 4, Comet Way roundabout and Birchall Lane/ A414 roundabout among others.
Looking at the change in delay between the two development scenarios, as with V/C there are some increases
in delay on the highway network close to the additional developments, such as around Junction 6 and on the
A1057.
The pattern of delay is similar across the AM and PM time periods. As commented previously, there are certain
locations where the level of delay is influenced by the time of day, following the usual commuting patterns,
such as Mundells Gyratory which has higher delays in the AM period or A1(M) J6 which has higher delays in the
PM period. Again the influence of this at each location will be considered in more detail in section 6.

AECOM
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6. Development of Mitigation Schemes

6.1.

Approach to Development of Schemes
Prior to this work being commissioned, there has been a developing appreciation of current and potential
traffic problems at a number of locations around Welwyn and Hatfield.
The identification of these locations with traffic issues has evolved through a combination of previous model
applications and knowledge of the local highway network coming through conversations with WHBC and HCC.
An original set of mitigation schemes were designed before the original WHaSH model was ready, so they were
not designed in light of the model outputs. The original mitigation schemes, which constitute Schemes 1 – 16
listed in

26
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Figure 1 above, have now been reviewed using WHaSH Scenario 2 of the Local Plan test.
The original mitigation proposals form the basis of improvements developed in this piece of work. These
original proposals are detailed in full in Welwyn and Hatfield Junction Design Improvement Feasibility Study 1
and will be briefly summarised in Table 2 below.
Some additional mitigation locations have also been considered in this piece of work, following
recommendations from HCC:
Table 1: New Potential Mitigation Locations

ID
17
18
19

Location
A1000 Chequers/ Broadwater Road
B195 Black Fan Road/ Herns Lane/ Ridgeway
Red Lion Junction

Also, as well as the 19 mitigation scheme locations, these tests also took into account updates to the network
coding for accesses at proposed development sites:


Symondshyde development accesses to Coopers Green Lane and Green Lanes;



Birchall Lane development access along B195; and



BP’s Mitchell development access on the A414

Scenario 2 has been used to test the ‘Without’ Mitigation situation as this provides the highest expected level
of development out of the two scenarios and so represents the ‘worst-case scenario’, in terms of impact on
the highway network, of what is being considered as part of the Local Plan proposals.
Therefore, the approach to developing the improved mitigation schemes involved the following key steps:
i.

Testing Scenario 2, without any mitigation. This allows to understand the nature and extent of the
potential delay and congestion issues at given locations on the highway network;

ii.

Testing Scenarios 1 and 2 with the original mitigation schemes in order to understand the
effectiveness and suitability of these proposals in addressing the issues identified in i;

iii.

Reviewing the original mitigation schemes based on the outputs from i and ii in order to define
schemes which address identified problems more efficiently and effectively; and

iv.

Testing and refining the improved and new mitigation schemes before finalising the proposals. It is
worth noting that the mitigation schemes are being reviewed at conceptual design level, following the
scope of work agreed with WHBC and HCC. WHaSH is a strategic model and as such, is not suitable
for detailed junction simulation or detailed scheme design. The mitigation schemes have been
redesigned in light of the modelled scenarios’ outputs. Feasibility or detailed physical constraints
have not been fully considered at this stage, and will thus need to be developed further (detailed
designs) before they can be implemented.

1

Welwyn and Hatfield Junction Design Improvement Feasibility Study, Aecom for WHBC and HCC, August
2014.
AECOM
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Summary of Delay and Congestion Issues at Considered Locations
(‘without mitigation’)
Scenario 2 was tested without any mitigation schemes in place at the specified locations in order to establish
the nature and extent of issues in the AM and PM peak hours.
The following summaries outline these issues in terms of volume to capacity ratio (congestion) and delay, as
according to WHaSH model outputs. As such, the figures quoted are only indicative, they should be
interpreted in the context of strategic modelling, and should not be regarded as accurate representation of
individual roads or junctions.

1.

A1(M) Junction 6 Including Clock Roundabout:

Congestion issues are identified on a number of roads that make up this junction, such as the A1000 NB
approach to the roundabout with Welwyn Bypass and the NB approach of Welwyn Bypass towards Clock
roundabout. Likewise, the western arm of Clock roundabout is identified as having a high volume to capacity
ratio in both directions. These issues are worst in the PM period where the A1(M) NB off-slip also has a volume
to capacity ratio in excess of 90%.
The most notable instances of delay are identified at the junction of A1000 NB into the roundabout with
Welwyn Bypass, and again the situation is far worse in the PM period (up to 2.5 minutes). Also in the PM period
the southernmost roundabout, where the NB off slip leads, has high delays (up to 2.5 minutes) whilst delay is
also present at the Clock roundabout, particularly for movements from Welwyn Bypass (up to 1 minute).
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Mundells Gyratory:

The main congestion issues were identified on Herns Way and Black Fan Road approaches to the gyratory,
where volume to capacity ratios are in excess of 100% in both AM and PM time periods. In addition, there are
capacity issues identified on Waterside in the AM period, where much of the road stretching back along the
B1000 to the east has a volume to capacity ratio over 90%.
Herns Way and Black Fan Road are also worst in terms of delay, which in the PM period is up to a minute in
each. Delays in the AM period are higher, up to 5 minutes.

3.

Broadwater Road/ Bridge Road Signals:

Considering both AM and PM time periods, all arms except for Broadwater Road have a Volume to Capacity
ratio either close to or in excess of 90%.
In the AM period there are delays of up to 1 minute and in the PM period, the maximum delay is up to 2.5
minutes, which is associated with movements from Bridge Road East. Whilst the majority of movements at the
junction have delay, the worst cases of delay are attributed to east-west movements.
Delay is shown at the double – mini roundabout for movements from east to south but the strategic model only
represents a simplification of the highway network and does not fully capture the nature of movements
through the junction.
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A414 between Mill Green and Tesco:

In both AM and PM periods, Great North Road and Mount Pleasant Lane WB have Volume to Capacity ratios
approaching and in excess of 90%, which is thought to be linked to congestion at Jack Olding’s roundabout.
In the AM period, at the Tesco roundabout there is up to 2 minutes delay indicated for east – west movements
in both directions.

5.

Jack Olding’s Roundabout:

The WB Great North Road approach has a Volume to Capacity ratio over 100% in both AM and PM time
periods. Comet Way also has congestion issues in both time periods, with Volume to Capacity ratios of over
90% in NB and SB directions.
Great North Road WB also has delays of up to 5 minutes in the AM and up to 2.5 minutes in the PM. In the PM
time period.
Sections of the actual roundabout also have Volume to Capacity ratios exceeding 90% and delays of over 30
seconds in both time periods.

6.

A1(M) Junction 4 Satellite Roundabout :

See previous map ( “5. Jack Olding’s Roundabout”)
In both AM and PM time periods the NB A1(M) NB off-slip has delays of up to 2.5 minutes and Volume to
Capacity ratios over 90%. Delay appears to be due to traffic from Jack Olding’s roundabout accessing A1(M)
NB on-slip, which then leads to congestion on the off slip road.
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A1(M) Junction 3

In both periods, sections of the roundabout have a Volume to Capacity ratio of more than 90%, in the AM
period the A1(M) NB off-slip is at capacity as is Roehyde Way NB in the PM period.
In the AM period, sections of the roundabout have delays of up to 30 seconds, but there is no significant
average delay apart from the A1(M) SB off slip, which has a delay of up to 2.5 minutes for both AM and PM.

8.

Comet Way Roundabout

The most significant issues were identified in the PM period, with sections of Comet Way roundabout over
capacity and delays up to 5 minutes in the AM peak. Some sections of the EB link road to Mosquito Way
roundabout is at capacity both during AM and PM.
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Stanborough Roundabout

In terms of congestion, the A6129 NB approach has a Volume to Capacity ratio of over 90% in both AM and PM
periods, whilst in the AM period, Stanborough Road is also at capacity in both directions in and out of the
roundabout. The link road from Stanborough Road/ A6129 roundabout to Coopers Green Lane/ Brocket Road
roundabout has a Volume to Capacity ratio of over 80% in the AM period and over 90% in the PM period,
possibly causing part of the delay to this arm at Coopers Green Lane/ Brocket Road roundabout (up o 2.5
minutes boh for AM and PM). Coopers Green Lane itself has Volume to Capacity ratios of over 90% in the AM
period and 80% in the PM period.
There is delay of up to 2.5 minutes to the A6129 NB approach in both time periods, with the Stanborough Road
SB approach contributing to this delay.

10. A1414/ A1000 Roundabout

In both AM and PM periods, and in both directions, the A1000 is close to capacity stretching from the
overbridge south into Hatfield towards Red Lion Junction. The A414 EB off slip is also at capacity as it
approaches the A1000 (over 80% Volume to Capacity ratio).
There is some delay of up to a minute along the A1000 in the NB direction in the AM peak period, whilst
movements from Lodge Drive experience a significant delay (up to 5 minutes) in both the AM and PM peak
periods.
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11. Birchall Lane/ A414 Roundabout

All arms into the junction, with the exception of Birchall Lane, have a Volume to Capacity ratio approaching or
in excess of 90% in AM and PM time periods.
The B195 has delay of up to 5 minutes in both time periods.

12. Birchall Lane/ A414 Roundabout

No congestion or delay issues were identified at this location in the ‘Without Mitigation’ Scenario 2.
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13. Wellfield Road/ Comet Way Roundabout

The A1001 Comet Way arm north of the roundabout is overcapacity in both directions in the AM and PM time
periods. Manor Road approach is at capacity both in the AM and PM periods.
In terms of delay, in the AM period the Comet Way Roundabout have sections with up to 2.5 minutes delay,
whilst in the PM period there are some delays in some sections, but up to 1 minute average delay.

14. Coopers Green Lane Roundabout

Congestion issues are worst on Coopers Green Lane, with both the western and eastern approaches into the
roundabout approaching or exceeding capacity in both the AM and PM time periods. The northern arm of
Green Lanes also has a high Volume to Capacity ratio in both time periods.
Despite having similar levels of Volume to Capacity ratio, delays are expected to be up to 2.5 during AM period,
but less than 30 seconds during PM. This is attributed to conflicting movements during AM.
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15. Ellenbrook Lane/ St Albans Road Roundabout

St Albans Road is either approaching or exceeding capacity in either direction and in both AM and PM time
periods and in the PM period, Ellenbrook Lane NB approach also has a Volume to Capacity ratio over 90%
during PM.
Delays of over 5 minutes are expected in the roundabout due to the vehicles from the major road (A1057)
having to give way to vehicles approaching from Ellenbrook Ln.

16. A1000 and Southway Overpass

A1000 and Southway Overpass are located south to Hatfield, close to the boundary of WHaSH. The highway
network and demand assumptions are simplified at the model boundaries. It is therefore recommended that
any interpretation of modelling results should be taken with caution in this location.
The A1000 has Volume to Capacity ratio in excess 90% in the N/WB direction both the AM and PM time
periods and also in the S/EB direction during PM period.
In the AM period there are delays indicated at the start of the A1000 N/WB underpass slip road of over 5
minutes. This might be as a result of loading the demand from different developments outside the modelled
area into the model from a single point. Hence, these results might not be representative of real life traffic
conditions.
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17. A1000 Chequers/ Broadwater Road

In the AM period the A1000 NB approach and Woodhall Lane WB junction both have Volume to Capacity ratios
of over 90%, indicating congestion and in the PM period these approaches again have congestion problems
albeit to a lesser extent.
In the AM period there are delays of up to 2.5 minutes to A1000 NB and Woodhall Lane WB approaches, whilst
in the PM Woodhall Lane has delays of up to 1 minute.

18. B195 Black Fan Road/ Herns Lane/ Ridgeway

There are a couple of sections of road which have a Volume to Capacity ratio close to or over 90% in either
time period, namely the B195 WB between Ridgeway and Herns Lane, but there are no instances of notable
delay.
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19. Red Lion Junction

The A1000 and St Albans Road approaches have Volume to Capacity ratios of close to or over 90%, both for
AM and PM periods.
There are average delays of more than 5 minutes in the AM period. Delays are also significant in the PM period
(up to 5 minutes).
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Assessment of Original Mitigation Proposals
Following the identification of congestion and delay issues at the specified scheme locations, this section will
outline the original mitigation scheme proposals and detail the improved schemes and new scheme proposals.
The development of these mitigation schemes was undertaken with a view to be achievable in the short term and
so this is reflected in the scope of the proposals. Many of the mitigation proposals are focused on small changes
to the road layout or signals in order to improve efficiency of the existing road network. For example, where
capacity has been identified as an issue, lane widening or adding flared junction approaches is typically
recommended. Where signalised junctions are constrained, signal optimisation is a proposal which seeks to
adjust the signal timings to better reflect traffic flows and so reduce delays.
Junction 4 on the A1(M) is of both local and strategic importance and given the relative complexity of the junction,
a separate study has been commissioned by Highways England to look at this location in more detail. The A1(M)
2
Junction 4 Study , was published by AECOM in September 2015 and so was not available when the original
scheme proposals for Junction 4 were formed. The study makes use of a micro-simulation transport model which
typically provides a greater level of detail than strategic models such as WHaSH. No final design was committed
at the time of this modelling exercise, but, ‘short term improvements’ from the study have been adopted and
tested in this modelling exercise, following HCC recommendation.
Table 2: Original and Improved Mitigation Scheme

ID

Scheme
Location

Description of Original Mitigation
Proposal


1

A1(M) Junction 6
including Clock
Roundabout





2

Mundells
gyratory

3

Broadwater
Road/Bridge
Road signals







4

A414 section
between Mill
Green & Tescos

5

Jack Oldings
Roundabout

6

A1 (M) Junction 4
Satellite junction







2

Junction 3

Segregate left turn from B197
Great North Road
Extend 2 lane Church St
approach and extend 3 lane
approach from Welwyn
Bypass
Lane markings on nearby
roundabouts
Merge Waterside approach to
replace bifurcation
Widen approach from B195
Signal optimisation to reduce
delay
Significant physical
constraints



Upgrade Welwyn Bypass to Dual
Carriageway in addition to original
proposals



Add segregated left turn from
Mt Pleasant Lane WB
approach at roundabout
Hertford Rd/A414 to 2 lane
approach and signalise (if
safety requirements are met)
Widen Comet Way segregated
left to 2 Lanes
Extend A1(M) J4 SB off-slip
lane split
Enlarge roundabout/ redesign to teardrop



Add flared approach to Black Fan Road
and Herns Way in addition to original
proposals
Further signal optimisation
Considered improvement at double – mini
roundabout but there are no options
within the existing road layout and so the
junction would require a major redesign
Original scheme works well so no
additional proposal










7

Improvements to Mitigation Schemes and
New Schemes



Segregated left turn from
A414 EB to Comet Way NB
Dual Comet Way NB





New proposals are based on short term
improvements suggested in ‘J4 Study’3:
Flared approaches for A6129 and A1(M)
SB and 3 Lane Link Road
New proposals are based on short term
improvements suggested in ‘J4 Study’3:
Link Road to have 3 EB lanes + 1 WB lane
Remove segregated left turn proposal
because it does not address any of the
identified issues
Optimise signals on junction in addition to
dualling Comet Way NB

A1(M) Junction 4 Study, Aecom, September 2015. Section 3, Short Term Improvements
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8

Scheme
Location
Comet Way
roundabout

Welwyn Hatfield Local Plan Mitigation Testing

Description of Original Mitigation
Proposal




9

Stanborough
Roundabout





10

A414 / A1000
roundabout





11

Birchall
Lane/A414
Roundabout

12

Holwell
Lane/A414
Roundabout

13

Wellfield
Road/Comet Way
Roundabout

14

Coopers Green
Lane Roundabout

15

Ellenbrook
Lane/St Albans
Road
Roundabout








AECOM

18

B195 Black Fan
Road/ Herns
Lane/ Ridgeway

19

Red Lion
Junction



Tested option to add segregated left turn
for Coopers Green Lane to Brocket Road
but deemed excessive so no additional
improvement to original proposals



Signal optimisation at Red Lion Junction
(Scheme 19) as this is linked to the issues
identified on A1000

Lane markings on roundabout
Provide segregated left turn
from South to East
Improve existing W-N
segregated left turn



Tested with development proposals on
Birchall Lane but no additional
improvement to original proposals

Lane markings on roundabout
Widening of Holwell Lane
allowing for increased flare



No major issues identified by proposed
scheme is beneficial and not costly
Original scheme works well so no
additional proposal

Addition of signals to
congested approaches
Addition of left turn lane on
north edge of roundabout



Additional lanes to all
approaches
East and West exits increased
to 2 lanes
Signalise junction
Additional lane for EB
approach to add capacity and
prevent right turn blocking EW traffic



Original scheme works well so no
additional proposal



Original scheme works well so no
additional proposal

Extend SB on-slip to provide
extra slip capacity and for
safety improvement



Tested an extended diverge for A1000
traffic but not effective
Further improvements would likely require
major redesign so no additional
improvements proposed



New Scheme



Extend flare or Broadwater Road SB
approach and on A1000 NB approach



New Scheme



Location was assessed at request of HCC
but no issues were identified so no
scheme proposal



New Scheme



Constrained location so mitigation is
limited to signal optimisation







A1000 and South
Way over-pass

A1000 Chequers/
Broadwater Road

Optimise signals in addition to original
proposals

Addition of flare to Birchwood Avenue
approach and signal optimisation in
addition to original proposals



17







16

Extend 3 lane approach
Comet Way NB dualled
(Scheme 7)
Segregated left turns added
for A6129NB and SB
approaches.
Enlargement of Coopers
Green Lane/ Gt Nth Rd
roundabout
Extend lane split on Coopers
Green Lane and 2 lane
approach for Brocket Rd
Extend 2 lane approach to T
junction on A414 EB off-slip

Improvements to Mitigation Schemes and
New Schemes
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7. Redesigned ‘With mitigation’ Schemes:
Results for Scenarios 1 and 2

7.1.

Redesigned ‘With mitigation’ Testing Approach
As with the ‘without mitigation’ testing in section 5, this section presents Link Volume to Capacity ratio and
node delay outputs from the SATURN based WHaSH model. Again both Scenarios 1 and 2 and both AM and
PM time periods are presented, with the plots providing a high level representation of the impact of the
proposed improved and new mitigation schemes.
All 19 redesigned mitigation schemes have been implemented in these tests as a single package. These were
reviewed and some suggested revisions were implemented and tested. This is outlined in sections below.
As a result, the following outputs show how delay and congestion issues on the highway network are affected
by the introduction of all of the schemes together rather than independently, as schemes within close
proximity are likely to influence each other.
This section also includes an assessment on the effectiveness of the final mitigation scheme proposals in
each location.

7.2.

Redesigned ‘With mitigation’ Link Volume to Capacity Ratio Plots
The following plots present the redesigned ‘with mitigation’ Volume to Capacity ratio for Scenario’s 1 and 2 in
both the AM and PM time periods.
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Figure 12: Scenario 1 AM Link Volume to Capacity Ratio - ‘with mitigation’
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Figure 13: Scenario 2 AM Link Volume to Capacity Ratio - ‘with mitigation’
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Figure 14: Scenario 1 PM Link Volume to Capacity Ratio - ‘with mitigation’
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Figure 15: Scenario 2 PM Link Volume to Capacity Ratio - ‘with mitigation’
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Redesigned ‘With mitigation’ Link Volume to Capacity Ratio
Summary
The V/C plots for the redesigned ‘with mitigation’ assignment show that on the whole the mitigation schemes
have reduced V/C ratios across the network in both time periods, suggesting the schemes are generally effective
at reducing congestion. Considering the mitigation scheme locations, the following show reduced V/C in the AM
period:


Roads around A1(M) Junction 6 (Scheme 1);



Bridge Road / Broadwater Road Approaches (Scheme 3);



Comet Way NB approach to Jack Oldings Roundabout (Scheme 5);



A1(M) NB off-slip at Junction 4 (Scheme 6);



Ellenbrook Junction approaches (Schemes 8 and 15);



A1000 near the junction with A414 (Scheme 10);



Comet Way Roundabout approaches (Scheme 13); and



Residential roads and South Way in the south of Hatfield.

Some knock on effects have been identified in the AM period, where congestion relief in one road leads to
congestion increase in adjacent roads, for example:


Herns Lane, due to improvements at Mundells Gyratory (Scheme 2);



A1(M) Junction 4 Link Road EB to Jack Oldings, due to improvement on the NB off-slip (Scheme 6);
and



A1(M) NB on approach to Junction 3 (Scheme 7).

The following locations show reduced V/C in the PM period:


Coopers Green Lane (Scheme 14);



A1(M) Junction 4 (Scheme 6);



Comet Way roundabout (Scheme 13); and



Ellenbrook junction (Scheme 15).

As with the AM period, there are some locations where V/C increases as a result of knock on effects:


Panshanger area (around Scheme 18); and



A1(M) Junction 4, on Link Road EB to Jack Oldings and WB as A414 joins the gyratory. This is
associated with less delay to A1(M) NB off traffic which now has better access to the link road
because of less conflicting traffic at the satellite roundabout.

The redesigned mitigation schemes provide effective congestion relief for both Scenario’s 1 and 2 in reducing
V/C. This is expected, as the schemes were developed on the basis of the Scenario 2 as a “worst case”
scenario and as Scenario 1 has less demand in particular areas.
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Redesigned ‘With mitigation’ Node Delay Plots
Figure 16: Scenario 1 AM Node Delay - ‘with mitigation’
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Figure 17: Scenario 2 AM Node Delay - ‘with mitigation’
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Figure 18: Scenario 1 PM Node Delay - ‘with mitigation’
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Figure 19: Scenario 2 PM Node Delay - ‘with mitigation’
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Redesigned ‘With mitigation’ Node Delay Summary
The node delay plots show that the revised mitigation schemes reduce delay at the majority of junction
locations where they are applied as well as at some nearby junctions. In the AM period, the following locations
are judged to have been effectively mitigated considering the reduction in average delay (See section 7.4
above):


Herns Way and Black Fan road junctions on Mundells gyratory (Scheme 2);



Great North Road/ Mount Pleasant Way roundabout (Scheme 4);



A1(M) NB Off-slip (Scheme 6);



A1(M) Junction 3 roundabout (Scheme 7);



Comet Way roundabout (Scheme 8);



Wellfield Road/Comet Way roundabout (Scheme 13);



Coopers Green Lane roundabout (Scheme 14); and



Ellenbrook Lane/St Albans Road roundabout.

Schemes at Jack Olding’s roundabout (Scheme 5) and Stanborough Road/ A6129 roundabout (Scheme 9)
have also resulted in reduced delay.
As with V/C, there are some instances where improvements at a particular junction cause a knock on effect at
adjacent or nearby junctions, so delay is effectively shifted. In the AM period this has been identified at:


Additional capacity at Coopers Green Lane roundabout (Scheme 14) releases traffic to
adjacent roundabout at Brocket Road/ Coopers Green Lane;



Upgrade of Welwyn Bypass to dual carriageway releases traffic to Clock roundabout
(Scheme 1); and



Lane reconfiguration on the link road between Jack Oldings roundabout and the satellite
roundabout releases A1(M) NB traffic to Jack Olding’s roundabout (Schemes 5 and 6).

In the PM period, the mitigation schemes are again effective at reducing delay in the majority of locations.
Again there are some instances where delay has been shifted as in the AM period (Scheme 1 and Scheme 5).
In the case of Red Lion Junction, scope for improvement is limited so delay is largely unchanged at this
location.
Again, the schemes are effective in both Scenario 1 and Scenario 2 as they were developed using Scenario 2,
which considers a higher level of development in Welwyn-Hatfield area.
Section 7.6 presents comparison plots for Scenario 1 ‘With’ and ‘Without’ mitigation schemes, which show
both V/C and congestion. These comparisons provide a clear picture of the impact of the schemes at each
location.
There are notable improvements across the network in the ‘With’ mitigation assignments in both the AM and
PM periods, at the locations of the schemes and also on other parts of the highway network.
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Scenario 1: ‘with’ vs ‘without’ Comparison
Figure 20: AM Scenario 1 ‘with’ vs ‘without’ Comparison
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Figure 21: PM Scenario 1 ‘with’ vs ‘without’ Mitigation
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Scenario 2: ‘with’ vs ‘without’ Comparison
Figure 22: AM Scenario 2 ‘with’ vs ‘without’ Comparison
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Figure 23: PM Scenario 2 With vs ‘with’ vs ‘without’
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8. Conclusions

8.1.

Summary of Mitigation Improvements
For Schemes 1 – 16, the original proposals have been reviewed. Most of the original designs have been
retained, but developed with some additional component or adjustment. More details on the original set of 16
mitigation proposals can be found in Table 2 above.
For Schemes 5 and 6, at A1(M) Junction 4, the scheme have been brought in line with proposals set out for
“short term improvements” mitigation in the A1(M) Junction 4 Study. Schemes 17 and 19 are new proposals,
whilst a potential scheme 18 at B195 Black Fan Road/ Herns Lane/ Ridgeway was considered but deemed
unnecessary. For a number of schemes with signalised junctions, scope for improvement was limited given
physical and operational constraints at the location, so signal optimisation is proposed.
All of the schemes improvements have been developed conceptually, using a strategic model forecasted for
2031 based on two alternative development plans. The schemes have been developed with specific
congestion and delay issues, based on outputs from the strategic model, in mind at 19 set locations and so the
proposals are intended to be feasible and realistic short term improvements within the existing physical
constraints
The final list of schemes are presented in
Table 3.

Table 3: Final Mitigation Scheme Proposals

ID

1

A1(M) Junction 6
including Clock
Roundabout

2

Mundells
gyratory

3

Broadwater
Road/Bridge
Road signals

4

A414 section
between Mill
Green & Tescos

5

Jack Oldings
Roundabout

6

A1 (M) Junction 4
Satellite junction

7

AECOM

Scheme
Location

Junction 3

Final Mitigation Scheme Proposal
( design reviews in bold)



















Segregate left turn from B197 Great North Road
Extend 2 lane Church St approach and extend 3 lane approach from
Welwyn Bypass
Lane markings on nearby roundabouts
Dual Welwyn Bypass
Merge Waterside approach to replace bifurcation
Widen approach from B195
Add flare to Black Fan Road and Herns Way approaches
Signal optimisation

Add segregated left turn from Mt Pleasant Lane WB approach at
roundabout
Hertford Rd/A414 to 2 lane approach and signalise Mount Pleasant Lane
gryratory (EB to WB movement). Consider safety requirements.
Implement J4 Study Short Term improvements:
o Flared approaches for A6129 and A1(M) SB and 3 Lane Link
Road
Implement J4 Study Short Term Improvments
o Link Road to have 3 EB lanes + 1 WB lane
Dual Comet Way NB
Signal optimisation
Remove segregated left turn from A414 EB to Comet Way NB
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56

Scheme
Location

8

Comet Way
roundabout

9

Stanborough
Roundabout

10

A414 / A1000
roundabout

11

Birchall
Lane/A414
Roundabout

12

Holwell
Lane/A414
Roundabout

13

Wellfield
Road/Comet Way
Roundabout

14

Coopers Green
Lane Roundabout

15

Ellenbrook
Lane/St Albans
Road
Roundabout

16

A1000 and South
Way over-pass

17

A1000 Chequers/
Broadwater Road

18

B195 Black Fan
Road/ Herns
Lane/ Ridgeway

19

Red Lion
Junction

Client Name

Final Mitigation Scheme Proposal
( design reviews in bold)




Extend 3 lane approach
Comet Way NB dualled (Scheme 7)
Signal Optimisation
Segregated left turns added for A6129NB and SB approaches.
Enlargement of Coopers Green Lane/ Gt Nth Rd roundabout
Extend lane split on Coopers Green Lane and 2 lane approach for
Brocket Rd
Extend 2 lane approach to T junction on A414 EB off-slip
Red Lion Junction Improvements (Scheme 19)






Lane markings on roundabout
Provide segregated left turn from South to East
Improve existing W-N segregated left turn
Implement Birchall Lane development proposals




Lane markings on roundabout
Widening of Holwell Lane allowing for increased flare






Addition of signals to congested approaches
Addition of left turn lane on north edge of roundabout
Add flare to Birchwood Avenue approach
Signal optimisation




Additional lanes to all approaches
East and West exits increased to 2 lanes




Signalise junction
Additional lane for EB approach to add capacity and prevent right turn
blocking E-W traffic



Extend SB on-slip to provide extra slip capacity and for safety
improvement



Extend flare or Broadwater Road SB approach and on A1000 NB
approach



Location was assessed at request of HCC but no issues were identified
so no scheme proposal



Signal optimisation
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Effectiveness of Mitigation Schemes
The improved mitigation schemes which were set out in Table 2 are shown to effectively alleviate delay and
congestion problems identified at locations in Welwyn and Hatfield, taking into account conditions in the AM
and PM peak periods.
In many instances, such as at Mundells roundabout, Chequers/ A1000, Coopers Green Lane roundabout and
Ellenbrook/ St Albans Road roundabout, schemes have fully addressed the issues identified, bringing V/C and
average junction delay to within acceptable levels for the peak hours. This is less than 90% volume over
capacity ratio, or less than 1 minute average delay.
In other instances, such as at A1(M) Junctions 4 and 6 and at Red Lion Junction, the scheme has eased the
issues which have been identified but some congestion or delay still persists. In these instances, the possibility
for further improvements at this stage is limited, either by physical constraint or scope of these short term
improvements.
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